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Abstract: The influence of realistic interface morphologies on light 
trapping in amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells with periodic surface 
textures is studied. Realistic interface morphologies are obtained by a 3D 
surface coverage algorithm using the substrate morphology and layer 
thicknesses as input parameters. Finite difference time domain optical 
simulations are used to determine the absorption in the individual layers of 
the thin-film solar cell. The influence of realistic interface morphologies on 
light trapping is determined by using solar cells structures with the same 
front and back contact morphologies as a reference. Finally the optimal 
surface textures are derived. 
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1. Introduction 

To maximize the energy conversion efficiency of silicon thin-film solar cells the optical and 
electrical properties have to be optimized. Amorphous silicon films exhibit a high electric 
defect density and low charge carrier diffusion length. Therefore, best electrical performances 
of low temperature amorphous silicon solar cells are achieved if the solar cell thickness is 
limited to a couple of hundreds of nanometers [1–4]. For such thin solar cells, light trapping is 
imperative to increase the short circuit currents. Light trapping is typically introduced by 
nanotexturing the front (p-i-n configuration) or the back contact (n-i-p configuration) of the 
solar cells [1–18]. Nanotextures scatter/diffract the incident light so that the optical path 
length and light absorption within the active layer of the solar cell is increased. Efficient light 
trapping is achieved when light absorption is improved for complete absorption spectrum of 
the active material. 

Experimental results and optical simulations show that solar cells with textured front and 
back contact exhibit improved light trapping compared to solar cells with only one textured 
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contact [17,19]. Optimal nanotextures for the front and back contact are different. The 
optimal textures for the front contact are designed to reduce reflection losses and increase 
scattering/diffraction of the incident light [1–10]. On the other hand, optimal back contact 
textures should reduce absorption in the metal back reflector and efficiently scatter/diffract 
the reflected light [11–18]. Efficient light trapping is typically realized by optimizing 
nanotextures for only one contact of the solar cell. Texturing of the other contact is achieved 
by the deposition of the solar cell layers. The nanotextures propagate through the thin-film 
solar cell influencing the textures and light trapping properties of the other contact. 

Optical simulation tools are often used to analyze wave propagation within thin-film solar 
cells and derive optimal light trapping structures [10–13,18–26]. A good optical model of the 
silicon thin-film solar cell requires an accurate description of the front and the back contact 
morphology. Since amorphous silicon solar cells are very thin, it is commonly assumed that 
the front and back contact morphologies are the same [18–25]. However, experimental 
measurements show significant differences between the front and back contact textures 
[1,2,8–12,14,15,17,27]. A realistic description of the interface morphologies is necessary to 
optimize the quantum efficiency and short circuit current of the solar cells [10–12,27]. 
Furthermore, obtaining realistic interface morphologies is crucial when describing the optics 
of solar cells on double textured substrates or radial nanowire solar cells [4,5,10]. A typical 
approach to determine realistic interface morphologies is by using cross-sectional scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) images [8–12,14,15,17]. However, cross-sectional SEM images 
can record interface morphologies only as a function of one dimension and this approach is 
accurate for substrates such as line-gratings or periodically textured substrates with radial 
symmetry [8–12,16]. In this manuscript, we investigate the influence of realistic interface 
morphologies on light trapping of amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells in superstate (p-i-n) 
configuration with periodic surface textures. Realistic interface morphologies are obtained by 
a surface coverage algorithm [27]. The model to obtain realistic interface morphologies is 
described in Section 2. Optical simulation tools and simulated structures are presented in 
Section 3. The influence of surface texture on the short circuit current and optical losses is 
presented in Section 4, followed by summary in Section 5. 

2. Modeling the interface morphology 

Randomly textured transparent conductive oxides (TCO) are commonly used to achieve light 
trapping in superstate (p-i-n) configuration solar cells [1–7]. However, recent studies have 
shown that solar cells prepared on periodic surface textures exhibit comparable conversion 
efficiencies exceeding 10% [8,9,14]. The randomly textured TCO are realized by wet etching 
of sputtered zinc oxide (ZnO), low pressure chemical vapor deposition of ZnO films or by 
atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition of tin oxide films [1–7]. Fabrication of 
periodic substrates can be achieved by texturing of the glass substrate or by direct patterning 
of the TCO films [8,9,14,28]. In general, the front contact textures can be described either as 
pyramid or crater-like features. The front contact textures propagate through the solar cell and 
determine the morphology of the back contact. The optical losses in the metal back reflector 
and consequently the short circuit current depend on the optical properties of the 
dielectric/metal interface and the back contact morphology [3,13,21,25,26,29]. A ZnO 
interlayer introduced between the amorphous silicon p-i-n diode and the metal reflector 
decreases optical losses in the back contact [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. However, it has been shown 
that the back contact morphology has a larger influence on light trapping than the optical 
properties of the dielectric/metal interface [25,26]. Hence, an accurate description of the back 
contact morphology is required for further investigation and optimization of light trapping. 

Low temperature amorphous silicon solar cells are typically deposited by plasma 
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The growth conditions of PECVD processes 
range from chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to physical vapor deposition (PVD) conditions 
[30,31]. Good electrical properties of the amorphous silicon solar cells are achieved when 
films are grown under CVD-like growth conditions [30,31]. CVD-like growth conditions 
exhibit low sticking coefficients and the surface coverage of amorphous silicon films is 
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excellent. Consequently, amorphous silicon films are uniform and without voids, and exhibit 
low density of electronic defects. Taking these considerations into account, it can be assumed 
that amorphous silicon grows in the direction of local surface normal [Fig. 1(b)]. By using 
this approach, a very good agreement between experimentally measured and simulated 
surface morphologies is demonstrated for amorphous silicon films deposited on randomly 
textured substrates [27]. 

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) schematically show the standard and realistic approach to model 
interface morphologies of amorphous silicon film deposited on a textured substrate. For the 
standard interface morphologies it is assumed that the silicon film grows in the direction of 
the glass substrate [Fig. 1(a)]. If the thickness of the solar cell or silicon film is smaller than 
the lateral dimensions of the front contact textures (dashed lines), the realistic description of 
the surface morphology exhibit only smaller differences from the front contact textures and 
the standard model provides a good description. If the thickness of the solar cell is 
comparable with the lateral dimensions of the front textures (full lines), the differences 
between the realistic and standard interface morphologies are significant. In this study, we 
investigated substrates with periodic surface textures. Periodic textures of the TCO substrate 
were defined by a pyramid shape with a square shaped base. The pyramid is described by the 
period and the height, which also define the opening angle (α) [Fig. 1(d)]. The period of the 
pyramid was varied from 50 to 500 nm with steps of 50 nm, while the height was varied from 
0 to 150 nm with steps of 30 nm. 

Figures 1(c) and 1(d) exhibit cross sections of amorphous silicon solar cells with interface 
morphologies according to the standard and realistic interface description. For the standard 
structure, the front contact textures propagate unchanged through the solar cell layers [Fig. 
1(c)]. Consequently, the root mean square (rms) roughness of the back contact is the same as 
for the front contact. The roughness of the pyramid texture is given by: 

 
3 2

q pyr

H
R − =  (1) 

where H is the height of the pyramid. The back contact morphology for the realistic model 

 

Fig. 1. Silicon film formation in the direction of (a) the glass substrate normal and (b) the local 
surface normal. Cross section of amorphous silicon solar cells with periodic surface textures 
using (c) standard interface morphologies and (d) realistic interface morphologies. 

[Fig. 1(d)] was determined by a surface coverage algorithm [27]. The surface coverage 
algorithm calculates the interface morphology by using the front contact textures and layer 
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thickness (nominal value) as input data assuming film formation in the direction of the local 
surface normal. Consequently, for realistic structures the back contact morphology and 
roughness are different from the front contact [Fig. 1(d)]. The back contact roughness as a 
function of the solar cell thickness for different periods and heights of the pyramid textures is 
shown in Fig. 2. For the standard solar cell structure, the back contact roughness only depends 
on the height of the pyramid (dashed lines). For solar cells with realistic interface 
morphologies, the roughness of the back contact decreases with increasing solar cell thickness 
(full lines). The film roughness depends on the height and period of the pyramid [Figs. 2(a) 
and 2(b)]. 

The thickness of the solar cell layers is also influenced by the film formation on the 
textured substrate. For the standard solar cell model, the thickness of all solar cell layers is 
equal to the nominal thickness since there is no change in surface textures. For the realistic 
structure, the interface morphology changes and consequently the film thickness is different 
from the nominal film thickness. The film thickness is equal to the nominal film thickness 
only at the peak of the pyramid. Everywhere else, the film thickness is higher than the 
nominal film thickness. The thickness increase is important mainly for the p- and i-layer of 
the solar cell [27]. The thickness of the p-layer determines the optical losses in the p-layer, 

 

Fig. 2. Back contact roughness as a function of a solar cell thickness for different pyramid 
heights and period of a (a) 100 nm and (b) 400 nm. Back contact roughness for standard solar 
cell structures is presented with dashed lines. 
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Fig. 3. Effective thickness of the solar cell (a) p-layer with nominal thickness of 10 nm and (b) 
i-layer with nominal thickness of 300 nm as a function of pyramid dimensions. 

while the quantum efficiency of the solar cell depends upon the thickness of the i-layer. In 
this study, nominal thicknesses for the p- and i-layer were chosen to be 10 nm and 300 nm, 
respectively, which is consistent with typical amorphous silicon solar cells. The surface 
coverage algorithm was used to calculate interface morphologies of the p- and i-layer for all 
period and height combinations of the pyramid texture. To determine the influence of the 
interface morphology on the film thickness, the effective thickness of the layers (deff) was 
introduced. The effective thickness can be calculated by: 

 
2

layer
eff

V
d

P
=  (2) 

where Vlayer is the volume of the specific solar cell layer and P is the period of the pyramid 
texture. The effective thickness of the p- and i-layer as a function of the period and height of 
the pyramid texture is presented in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3(a) exhibits the effective thickness of the p-layer for the realistic solar cell 
structure. The effective thickness of the p-layer is larger than 25 nm if the opening angle of 
the pyramid texture is smaller than 50°. As the opening angle increases, the effective 
thickness reduces. If the opening angle is larger than 120°, the effective thickness is close to 
the nominal thickness of 10 nm. The effective thickness of the i-layer is presented in the Fig. 
3(b). In this case, the effective thickness increases with increased height of the pyramid. The 
effective thickness is highest for a period of 150 nm. By increasing or decreasing the pyramid 
period, the effective thickness is reduced. This effect is caused by the fact that the effective 
thickness of the i-layer is a function of the p-layer thickness, the i-layer thickness and the 
pyramid dimensions. For the investigated periods and heights of the pyramid texture, the 
highest effective thickness of the i-layer is close to 380 nm. 

3. Optical simulations 

The influence of the interface morphology on light-trapping was determined by optical 
simulations. In this study, finite difference time domain (FDTD) method was used to 
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numerically solve Maxwell’s equations in three dimensions. The optical simulations were 
used to analyze electromagnetic wave propagation in solar cell structures and to determine the 
absorption for the individual layers. The front contact of the simulated solar cells consists of a 
pyramid texture and 420 nm thick layer of tin oxide coated on a glass substrate [Figs. 4 and 
6]. The amorphous silicon diode is composed of a p-doped, an intrinsic and an n-doped layer 
with nominal thicknesses of 10 nm, 300 nm and 10 nm, respectively. The back contact 
consists of a 100 nm (nominal value) thick ZnO interlayer followed by a silver (Ag) back 
reflector. The interface morphologies of the simulated solar cell structures were described by 
the standard and the realistic approach. The standard solar cell structures were used as a 
reference. To compare results directly, the simulation settings were the same for all structures. 
Mesh size in x- and y-direction was set to 10 nm. In z-direction, the mesh size for bulk 
material regions was not larger than 10 nm. For the interface regions, the mesh size was set to 
2 nm. The input light source was set to be a plane wave with normal incidence relative to the 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Cross section of amorphous silicon solar cell with standard interfaces for period of 
100 nm and height of 120 nm. Corresponding power loss profiles for wavelength of (b) 420 
nm and (c) 680 nm. (d) Cross section of amorphous silicon solar cell with standard interfaces 
for period of 400 nm and height of 120 nm. Corresponding power loss profiles for wavelengths 
of (e) 420 nm and (f) 680 nm. 
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simulated structure. The wavelength range of the input source was varied from 300 nm to 800 
nm with 10 nm steps. The glass substrate was described as a non-absorbing dielectric material 
with refractive index of 1.5. The optical constants of the other materials used in the 
simulations were determined by experimental measurements and represented analytically in 
the FDTD solver. The fitting error was minimized by dividing the complete wavelength range 
into two smaller ranges: 300-590 nm and 600-800 nm [11,26]. Simulations were carried out 
for the all period and height combinations of the pyramid texture. 

Figure 4 exhibits the influence of the pyramid period on the light trapping in standard 
solar cell structures. Figures 4(a) and 4(d) show cross sections of the standard solar cells. The 
pyramid period for the structure in Fig. 4(a) is 100 nm and for the structure in Fig. 4(d) is 400 
nm. The height of the pyramid texture is 120 nm for both structures. Corresponding power 
loss profiles for the structure in Fig. 4(a) are presented in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). The power loss 
profiles in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) correspond to the structure in Fig. 4(d). The power loss profiles 
were obtained for wavelengths of 420 nm [Figs. 4(b) and 4(e)] and 680 nm [Figs. 4(c) and 
4(f)]. Figures 4(b) and 4(e) show that shorter wavelengths get absorbed in the front of the 
solar cell. For longer wavelengths, smaller periods act as an effective refractive index regions 
and there is no scattering/diffraction of the light [Fig. 4(c)]. The larger pyramid periods 
effectively scatter/diffract longer wavelength light and better light trapping is achieved [Fig. 
4(f)]. 

The quantum efficiencies and reflections for the standard structures are shown in Figs. 
5(a) and 5(b), respectively. The quantum efficiencies are calculated assuming that only 
electron/hole pairs generated in the i-layer contribute to the overall current and that all charge 
carriers are collected. For shorter wavelengths, the reflection of the solar cell structure with a 
period of 100 nm is lower compared to period of 400 nm [Fig. 5(b)]. Consequently, the 
quantum efficiency is increased compared to larger periods [Fig. 5(a)]. On the other hand, in 
the longer wavelength region the quantum efficiency is higher for larger periods due to the 
better scattering/diffraction properties of the back contact. Based on the results for the 
standard structures, it can be concluded that smaller periods achieve better incoupling of 
shorter wavelengths, while larger periods are better for light trapping of longer wavelengths. 

The influence of the pyramid period on the light trapping in solar cells with realistic 
interface morphologies is presented in Fig. 6. The same pyramid periods and heights are 
presented as for standard structures. Cross sections of the solar cells with realistic interfaces 
[Figs. 6(a) and 6(d)] show that the thickness of solar cell layers and back contact morphology 
depends on the pyramid period. Power loss profiles for wavelengths of 420 nm and 680 nm 
are shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) for period of 100 nm and Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) for period of 400 

 

Fig. 5. Quantum efficiencies of standard solar cell structures for pyramid height of 120 nm and 
periods of 100 nm and 400 nm. 
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nm. For a period of 100 nm, the thickness of the p-layer is significantly increased and the 
absorption losses in the p-layer are high. For longer wavelengths, the back contact losses are 
reduced compared to the standard structure due to the almost flat back contact morphology. 
The reduced absorption in the back contact results does not result in an increased quantum 
efficiency since there is no efficient scattering of the reflected light. For larger periods, the 
effective thickness of the p-layer is comparable to the nominal thickness. Therefore, the 
power loss profile for shorter wavelengths is similar to the corresponding standard structure. 
The back contact morphology is smoother compared to the standard structure and the 
absorption losses for longer wavelengths at the ZnO/Ag interface are reduced. On the other 
hand, the back contact roughness is still high enough to efficiently scatter/diffract reflected 
light and the absorption of the light in the i-layer is increased. 

The quantum efficiencies and reflections for the realistic structures are shown in Figs. 7(a) 
and 7(b), respectively. The quantum efficiencies exhibit different trends compared to the 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Cross section of realistic amorphous silicon solar cell for period of 100 nm and 
height 120 nm. Corresponding power loss profiles for wavelength of (b) 420 nm and (c) 680 
nm. (d) Cross section of amorphous silicon solar cell with standard interfaces for pyramid 
period of 400 nm and height 120 nm. Corresponding power loss profiles for wavelength of (e) 
420 nm and (f) 680 nm. 
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Fig. 7. Quantum efficiencies of realistic solar cell structures for pyramid height of 120 nm and 
periods of 100 nm and 400 nm. 

standard structures. The realistic structure with period of 400 nm exhibits higher quantum 
efficiency compared to period of 100 nm for all wavelengths. For shorter wavelengths, the 
reflection is smaller for period of 100 nm and good light incoupling is achieved [Fig. 7(b)]. 
However, the quantum efficiency for period of 100 nm is smaller due to the thicker p-layer 
[Fig. 7(a)]. For longer wavelengths, period of 400 nm achieves better light trapping compared 
to period of 100 nm. The presented results show that accurate description of interface 
morphology is important for better analysis and understanding of light trapping structures. 

4. Optical losses and light trapping 

The interface morphology influences the quantum efficiency and the absorption of light in the 
individual layers of the p-i-n diode and the metal back reflector. In order to determine the 
influence of the realistic interface morphologies on light trapping, the short circuit currents 
were calculated for all period and height combinations of the pyramid texture. The optical 
losses were expressed as current losses. The front contact losses represent absorption of the 
light in the front TCO layer and the p-layer. The back contact losses are the total absorption in 
the n-layer, the ZnO interlayer and the metal back reflector. The short circuit currents and the 
optical losses as a function of the period and the height are presented in Fig. 8. 

Figure 8 exhibits the interplay between light trapping and optical losses for standard and 
realistic solar cell structures. The standard structures exhibit relatively low front contact 
losses [Fig. 8(a)] compared to the front contact losses of realistic structures [Fig. 8(b)]. The 
front contact losses for realistic structures are highest where the effective thickness of the p-
layer is larger than 25 nm as shown in Fig. 3(a). The front contact losses for the standard and 
the realistic structures are similar for larger periods where the increase of p-layer thickness is 
smaller. The front contact losses have little influence on the short circuit current for the 
standard structures [Fig. 8(c)]. On the other hand, for the realistic structures high front contact 
losses result in low short circuit currents for smaller periods [Fig. 8(d)]. To avoid high front 
contact losses for smaller periods, thinner p-layers can be used. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show 
that the optimal light trapping dimensions are the same for the standard and the realistic 
structures. However, the short circuit currents for realistic structures are higher. This is 
influenced mainly by the back contact morphology. The roughness of the back contact 
morphology for realistic structures is smaller and results in lower back contact losses. At the 
same time, the back contact roughness is still large enough to efficiently scatter/diffract 
reflected light. The back contact losses for standard and realistic structures are shown in Figs. 
8(e) and 8(f), respectively. There is a tradeoff between back contact losses and short circuit 
currents. For the standard structures, back contact absorption is higher for optimal light 
trapping dimensions and the short circuits are reduced. For the same optimal textures, the 
realistic structures exhibit only minor back contact losses and the short circuit currents are 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of amorphous solar cells with standard and realistic interface 
morphologies. (a) Front contact losses, (c) short circuit currents and (e) back contact losses for 
standard solar cell structures as a function of pyramid dimensions. (b) Front contact losses, (d) 
short circuit currents and (f) back contact losses for realistic solar cell structures. 

higher. The differences between standard and realistic structures are smaller for larger periods 
and smaller heights. The influence of the increased effective thickness of the i-layer on the 
short circuit currents depends on the light trapping properties of the front and the back contact 
textures. For the region where the effective thickness of the i-layer is highest [Fig. 3(b)], the 
short circuit currents for the standard and the realistic structures are almost the same. In other 
words, increased effective thickness can result in improved short circuit currents only if the 
front contact and the back contact textures allow for efficient light trapping. The presented 
results show that the performance of solar cells with periodic surface textures depends on the 
interface morphology. A realistic description of solar cell interfaces is necessary for accurate 
investigation and improvement of light trapping. 

5. Summary 

The influence of realistic interface morphologies on light trapping of periodically textured 
amorphous silicon thin film solar cells was investigated. The realistic interface morphologies 
were obtained by using a surface coverage algorithm that assumes film formation in direction 
of the surface normal. The realistic interface morphologies exhibit significant differences 
compared to the front contact textures resulting in a reduced roughness of the back contact 
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and an increased thicknesses of the solar cell layers. Optical simulations were used to 
determine the absorption in the individual solar cell layers. To determine the influence of the 
realistic interface morphologies on light trapping, the standard solar cell structures with 
identical front and back contact morphology are used a reference. The amorphous silicon 
solar cells exhibit high short circuit currents if the height of the pyramid is larger than 90 nm 
and the period is in the range of 300 nm to 400 nm. For periods smaller than the optimal, the 
realistic solar cell structures exhibit increased effective thickness of the p-layer and reduced 
roughness of the back contact. This results in a drop of the short circuit current despite the 
increased effective thickness of the i-layer. For periods larger than the optimal, the 
performance of the solar cells with realistic interface morphologies is similar to the standard 
structures. For optimal periods, the back contact morphology of solar cells with realistic 
interfaces is smoother compared to the standard solar cells. Consequently, the back contact 
absorption is lower and the short circuit currents are higher for realistic solar cells. The 
increased thickness of the i-layer contributes to the short circuit current only if the front and 
the back contact morphology allow for efficient light trapping. The film formation and the 
realistic description of the interface morphologies have to be taken into account when 
optimizing light trapping in silicon thin film solar cells. Realistic description of the interface 
morphologies is crucial for describing the optics in radial nanowire solar cells or solar cells 
deposited on double textured substrates. 
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